
5.
Continue folding, until 

your bag looks like this:

8.

Unfold the

cut strips

and your

bag should

look something like this.*

Continue making cuts across the 

bag, spaced about 1 / 2 - 1 inches 

apart (depending on 

bag thickness).

7.

Fold the bag in half, leaving about

 one inch to the seam (as pictured)

4.

Okay, here is the tricky part:

unfold the seam of your bag,

where you didn’t cut 

all the way through

9. < seam we 

didn’t cut

Cut the folded section of your

 bag being VERY careful to 

 stop before cutting all the way 

through the top seam of the bag!

<- STOP!

6.

3.

Cut the top handles of the bag 

off as well, and now you have 

a rectangle ready to cut!

2.

Cut the bottom of the bag off.

1.
(Plastic ‘yarn’ made 

from recycled

 plastic bags)

Collect plastic bags! The more 

colorful the better. Don’t shop

alot? Try checking the “recycled

 bag” bins at local stores.



Now what?
Plarn can be used just like any other type of yarn.
Knit with it, crochet with it, braid it! Go 
wherever your imagination and creative juices
take you! 

A few ideas to get you started:
 - A reusable grocery tote
 - A soda/beer cozy - A soda/beer cozy
 - An entryway rug
 - THE SKY’S THE LIMIT!

Have fun with your Plarn!

Tutorial by:
 Heather
check out 
our blog!
FoxandFeather.wordpress.com

Congrats! 
You’ve made your very own plarn!

12. Finished!

11.

Fresh Plarn! 
Ready to be rolled in a ball!

10. The Cut:
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Cut according the the 
diagram: You are going 
cut from the lower cut,
 across the seam,
to the next one up.
Continue doing this 
every other cut patternevery other cut pattern
all the way up the seam.

<- cut from here
to here ->

Once you’ve made all the cuts, you SHOULD have 
one continuous strand of plastic!


